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Do You Know? We Have a Medical Rescue 
System for Disasters!

Inquiries: Disaster Preparedness Section, Ext. 4512

We have implemented a medical rescue system to ensure that we make the best use 
of limited rescue staff and medicine and carry out medical activities efficiently if a 
large-scale disaster hits the city. During a disaster, doctors and nurses will gather at  
six medical bases (hospitals) and disaster medical rescue centers around the city to 
provide medical rescue services. Regular clinics would be closed. 

Seriously injured persons would be treated at one of the medical bases, while those 
less seriously injured would be treated at the nearest disaster medical rescue center.

◆Medical bases (hospitals)
Mitaka Hospital, Shinohara Hospital, Nomura Hospital, Inokashira Hospital, 

Mitaka Chuo Hospital, Hasegawa Hospital
Note: Kyorin University Hospital, which is designated as a base disaster hospital in 
Tokyo, will serve as a backup medical facility for Mitaka City.

◆Medical rescue centers for times of disaster
We will set up one center for each of the seven residential areas in the community. 

(Depending on the extent of the damage, we may relocate the centers as per 
instructions from disaster response headquarters.)
Inokashira area: Dai-go Elementary School, Tobu (East) area: Takayama Elementary 
School, Shinkawa Nakahara area: Nakahara Elementary School, Renjaku area: 
Minamiura Elementary School, Mitaka Station front area: Dai-san Elementary School, 
Seibu (West) area: Iguchi Elementary School, Osawa area: Osawadai Elementary School

Please Join the Comprehensive Flood Prevention Drills
Inquiries: Disaster Preparedness Section, Ext. 4512

During the rainy and typhoon seasons, torrential rains regularly exceed the capacity of 
urban sewerage systems, inundating floors, homes and roads and causing flood and storm 
damage in various areas across Japan. 

Even when you do not live in an area with a high risk of flooding, the threat of water 
damage may still exist. We hope that you’ll participate in these drills and prepare yourself 
and your home for floods. Participants will receive disaster prevention goods.

Date and time: May 12 (Sun.), 9:30 to 11:30 a.m.
Location: Mitaka Central Park for Disaster Prevention
Application: Come to the venue on the day of the event.

◆ Main Drills

･ Experiencing the difficulty of opening doors affected by water pressure
You will experience opening and shutting a door affected by water pressure.

･ Urban flood prevention method experience drill
Learn flood prevention methods that can be done in any home, such as by using garbage 
bags and planters.

･ Learn how to make sandbags

Partial Subsidies for Installing Flood Boards
Inquiries: Water Reclamation Section, Ext. 2873

The city offers subsidies to residents who install flood boards in their homes. The 
subsidy covers half of the construction cost (with a ceiling of ¥500,000 per building). 

Any registered resident of Mitaka City for a year or longer who is not behind in 
payment of their city taxes is eligible for the subsidy. For more information, please 
consult the Water Reclamation Section, or check the Mitaka City website.

◆ What Is a Flood Board?

A flood board is a fixture that is installed at the doorways of buildings, and 
reduces flood damage to homes by keeping water out. While it may be difficult to 
prepare for a sudden torrential storm, using these flood boards, which are easy to set 
up and remove, can reduce 
flood damage.

If You Need Medical Care on Holidays, at Night or in an Emergency
Inquiries: Public Health Promotion Section, Ext. 4202

First-aid treatment and emergency care are available for emergency patients when medical institutions are closed, such as during Golden Week or at night and in other emergency 
situations. Please be sure to bring your health insurance card to ensure that you can receive treatment.

1. Weekend and Holiday Clinic (Internal Medicine and Pediatrics)
Mitaka-shi Ishikaikan (1-7-23 Nozaki, Tel: 0422-24-8199)
10:00 to 11:45 a.m., 1:00 to 4:30 p.m., and 6:00 to 9:30 p.m.

2. Weekend and Holiday/Emergency Dental Clinic (Call in advance 
before coming in)

Mitaka City Comprehensive Health Center (Genki Creation Plaza 2F, Tel: 0422-46-3234)
10:00 a.m. to 12:15 p.m., 1:30 to 4:00 p.m

3. Holiday Pharmacy
Mitaka Medical Supplies Management Center (7-4-8 Kamirenjaku, Tel: 0422-49-7766)
10:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., 6:00 to 9:30 p.m.

4. Weekday Twilight Medical Clinic for Initial Treatment of Children 
(Kid’s Emergency Mitaka)

 Mitaka-shi Ishikaikan (1-7-23 Nozaki, Tel: 0422-24-8199)
7:30 to 10:30 p.m. (reception until 10:00 p.m.)

5. Information on Medical Institutions (24-hour basis)
◇ Mitaka Fire Station, Tel: 0422-47-0119

◇ Tokyo Fire Department Emergency Telephone Consultation Center
 Tel: #7119 (For touch-tone phones only)

 Tel: 042-521-2323 (Tama area), Tel: 03-3212-2323 (23-ward area)

◇ Tokyo Metropolitan Health and Medical Information Center (Himawari)
 Tel: 03-5272-0303; URL: http://www.himawari.metro.tokyo.jp/ (in Japanese)

6. Designated Emergency Hospitals in the City
･ Kyorin University Hospital (6-20-2 Shinkawa, Tel: 0422-47-5511)

･ Nomura Hospital (8-3-6 Shimorenjaku, Tel: 0422-47-4848)

･ Mitaka Chuo Hospital (5-23-10 Kamirenjaku, Tel: 0422-44-6161)

◆ Medical Institution Information Service of Tokyo Metropolitan 
Health and Medical Information Center

◇ Foreign Language Consultation Service Counter (Service in English, 
Chinese, Korean, Thai and Spanish)

    A consultant will handle your inquiries regarding medical institutions where foreign 
languages can be used, Japan’s medical system and other questions.

 Tel: 03-5285-8181 (9:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.)

◇ Searching for Hospitals Where Foreign Languages Can Be Used
    You can search online for medical institutions by language (16 foreign languages) and 

medical department on the following page: 
 URL: http://www.himawari.metro.tokyo.jp/

Flood Board
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Osamu Dazai Literature Salon　Tel: 0422-26-9150

Hours: 10:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

HP  http://mitaka-sportsandculture.or.jp/dazai/ (in Japanese only)

Osamu Dazai and Kanichi Kon
— From Hometown to Mitaka City

Kanichi Kon, the esteemed writer and winner 
of the Naoki Prize, and Osamu Dazai, another 
famed writer, were born in the same year and 
had the same hometown. Dazai trusted Kon 
completely, and urged him to move to Mitaka. 
Kon responded to Dazai’s invi ta t ion in 
December 1942, and stayed in Mitaka until 
March 1965.

On June 13, 1948, Dazai took his own life in 
the Tamagawa-josui Canal. Every year since,  
June 19, Dazai’s birthday, is celebrated as Outo-
ki—a name Kon is said to have chosen for the 
day that marks his friend’s passing.

After Dazai’s death, Kon published several 
essays seeking a proper evaluation of Dazai’s 
literature. This exhibition introduces Kon’s 
sincere attitude and his life as a writer related to 
Mitaka.

Period: Until June 23 (Sun.)
Days of closure: Mondays (but open on April 29 and May 6), April 30 (national 
holiday), May 1 (national holiday), May 7 (Tue.), May 8 (Wed.)

Kanichi Kon in Mitaka (courtesy of the 

Hirosaki Local Literature Museum) 

The annual Gardening Festa is soliciting photographs of your homes, gardens and favorite scenery again this year. Entries will be included in a portfolio and be exhibited 
at the event planned for this autumn and at other panel exhibitions. A commemorative plate will be given to everyone who submits an entry.

◆ “My Garden” Category  
(Self-recommendation)

Gardens and other areas rich in vivid 
seasonal colors and greenery that face 
the street are eligible. Please introduce 
a flowerbed around your home, school 
or company (in Mitaka City only).

◆ “My Favorite Green Spot” 
Category (Recommendation)

Please introduce your favorite scenery 
in Mitaka City. This can be vivid 
flowers and greenery or trees, your 
favorite green oases and other areas in 
your neighborhood that residents can 
see and that you would like to preserve 
for future generations.

Gardening Festa 2019

Open Call for Photos of Gardens and Greenery in the City
Inquiries: NPO Flowers and Greenery Town Mitaka Creation Association, Tel: 0422-46-2081

Eligibility: City residents and those who work or go to school in the city
To apply: Send your photograph(s) (one photograph per person per category; submitting a photograph for both categories is permitted) to the NPO Flowers and Greenery 
Town Mitaka Creation Association between May 1 (national holiday.) and June 28 (Fri.; must be received by this date).
Note: Entries must be L-size, 2L- or postcard-sized if applying with developed photographs.

◇ Please be aware that:
Entries are restricted to photographs of locations in the city that can be seen from the street (zoomed-in photos of flowers and trees are not acceptable). For more 

information, please read the entry requirements (available at the association office and the City Parks and Green Zone Section [Municipal Office 5F, Counter No. 56], and 
local community centers. The requirements can also be downloaded via the websites of Mitaka City and of the association [URL: http://hanakyokai.or.jp/]).

An entry from last year’s “My Garden” category An entry from last year’s 
“My Favorite Green Spot” category

Events of Mitaka City Sports and Culture Foundation

Koinobori “Swim” in Mitaka’s Skies

About thirty large koinobori (carp streamers) will be “swimming” across Mitaka’s 
skies at Osawa-no-Sato among the fresh young greenery as the mustard plants bloom. 
Meanwhile, about 600 koinobori drawn by children can be seen along the section of 
the Kanda River near Mitakadai Station.

◆ Osawa-no Sato (near 2-17 Osawa)
Dates: Until early May
Inquiries: Parks and Green Zone Section, Ext. 
2835

◆ The 14th Kanda River Koinobori 
Festival

Dates: Until May 11 (Sat.)
Location: Along the Kanda River near 
Mitakadai Station (2-1 Inokashira)
Inquiries: Mitaka Town Management Organization, Tel: 0422-40-9669

A scene from the past Osawa-no Sato event

Population and Number of Households As of April 1, 2019
Numbers in brackets are changes from previous month.

Number of Registered Residents 187,571 persons (+562)

Number of Households 94,075 households (+559)

Days: Monday through Saturday (Closed on national holidays)
Hours: 9:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Location: Mitaka City Chuo-Dori Town Plaza 4F, 3-30-12, Shimorenjaku 181-0013
Tel: 0422-43-7812   Fax: 0422-43-9966
URL: https://www.mishop.jp/ 

MISHOP Office

Established: November 23, 1989

Information
Information about Mitaka International Society for HOsPitality

Second Offering of Kiwi Wine in 
2019 Now on Sale!

Inquiries: Livelihood and Economy Section, Ext. 2544

The second “pressing” in 2019 of wine made from 
kiwi fruit—a specialty product of the Mitaka Fruit-
Growers Association—is now on sale at fifteen stores 
around the city as well as the JA Tokyo Musashi 
Mitaka Greenification Center.

The new white and sparkling versions follow the 
year’s first offering, an unfiltered nouveau variety 
released in February. Both the white wine and 
sparkling variety use Hayward kiwis, which have an 
excellent sweet-sour balance. This year’s white wine 
entices you with a gentle sweetness, while the 
sparkling wine boasts a crisp, fresh taste. These two 
are already popular, so they are bound to sell out soon. 

A rosé version is scheduled for release around June.

◆Number of bottles to be sold, and 
suggested retail price (720-ml 
bottles, tax included)

・White wine: about 2,300 bottles at 1,620 yen per bottle
・Sparkling wine: about 600 bottles at 2,376 yen per 

bottle

The new kiwi white wine (left) and 
sparkling wine (right) vintages

Info on City Services During the 
Ten-Day Golden Week Holiday

The Mitaka City website has all the information 
you need to know about the service hours of city 
facilities during the ten-day Golden Week holiday 
from April 27 to May 6. Just click the slider on the 
top page of the city’s website or the “Attention 
Information” tab in the news section in the middle of 
the top page.

Please note that we collect household garbage as 
usual during the holidays.


